Resolution L/1/2.1
Legal 1 Committee

Co-sponsors: Australia, Brazil, China, Cuba, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Ecuador, Finland, Guatemala, Ireland, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lesotho, Malaysia, Mauritius, Micronesia, Monaco, Mongolia, Mozambique, New Zealand, Norway, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and The Grenadines, Slovak, Turkey and Venezuela.

Topic: “Diplomatic Protection”

Alarmed by the ongoing debate over Diplomatic Protection,
Noting with regret past conflicts created by this issue,
Fully aware of the impact of this issue, that has affected certain countries,
Recalling previous solutions,
Observing that Diplomatic Protection is optional for all countries,

1. Recommends a special committee that decides on certain cases, makes sure a fair trial is given, and reviews the crime at hand;

2. Supports creating clear guidelines such as; every citizen is protected under Diplomatic Protection and countries can’t use Diplomatic Protection to force poor countries to submit to their governments;
3. Deplores that Diplomatic Protection can be used to justify wars or territory expansions, every country has the right to sue nations that have violated the rights of a citizen, and lastly, countries should always Diplomatic Protection on minors;

4. Further invites nations to look back into previous resolutions;

5. Recommends a UN special committee that represents stateless people in matters of Diplomatic Protection;

6. Encourages the UN to create rules and regulations regarding the international law for Diplomatic Protection;

7. Considers that Trust Biases should not interfere with Diplomatic Protection;

8. Draws the attention of the need for the restoration of the power of Diplomatic Protection being abused by countries of great power;

9. Requests Diplomatic Protection to be a human right;

10. Calls upon countries to only use Diplomatic Protection when there are no other options ;
11. Further requests that this committee dedicates money to individuals in need of jobs through loans;

12. Further invites the committee to provide a tutor for an individual who is limited in prominent languages;

13. Calls upon the UN to dedicate a committee to promote the rights of stateless people;

14. Encourages individuals to donate funds to this cause;

15. Taking into consideration that before asking for assistance from your original country you must go through a trial before asking for Diplomatic Protection;

16. Determined to create clear guidelines to this issue (ad);

17. Welcoming the creation of a document with said guidelines (ad);

18. Recommends the countries that the refugees and stateless people live in should help them get jobs and use Diplomatic Protection;(ad)

19. Designates two deadlines: the first to find an employment (ad) and the second to pay back the loan;(ad)
20. Reminds countries (ad) that disabled refugees and stateless people have the same rights as the citizens of the country (Ad);

21. Further requests to improve the relevant international laws to support the Diplomatic Protection for refugees.